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UK
Administrative system

Local – regional pendulum 

→ Regional 

1998 Creation of Regional Development Agencies

→ Local

2010 Abolition of Regional Development Agencies

2011 Abolition of Regional Government Offices

2011 Creation of voluntary Local Enterprise Partnerships 

→ Regional

2014 Combined Authorities in former Metropolitan Counties

Under the 
‘umbrella’
of central 
government 

Government

Governance

Government >< governance pendulum



Governance bodies - Coventry

Coventry City Council
Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership
West Midland Combined Authority



The electric taxis project

Project: Electric Charging points for Taxi in Coventry City 
Follow-up strategy: Production of electric Taxi in Coventry

UK Government 
Coventry City Council 
Charging point installers  
London Taxi Company 
Geely (Chinese) Taxi producer

UK Government (competitive tender) £1,2
(potentially) Geely £300m 



DK
Administrative system

On top of the welfare state

1970

National – regional – municipal planning system

In the wake of the competitive state

2007

275 → 98 municipalities

14 counties → 5 regions. National health care. 

Thinning out and finally abolition of regional planning . 

Focus on Regional Growth and Development strategies and EU funding



Turning the (statutory) regional strategy into action

The Region of Southern Denmark 
22 Municipalities
4 sub-regional municipal co-operations  

Region of Southern Denmark is financing analytical work
Co-operation rather than funding

The Regional Growth and 
Development Strategy 

2016-2019



IT
Administrative system

Regions 15: residual autonomy. 5  border regions special autonomy

Provinces 10 Metropolitan cities          83 (weak) Provinces

Municipalities encouraged to enter co-operation platforms

20   

93

8000
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Project : Ecological corridors 
Follow-up: Regional development strategy

Turin municipality
23 → 92 municipalities
38 organisations

Local seed funding 
EU funding: (2000-2006)
EU funding: (2007-2013)

Corona Verde 
‘Green Crown’ 

Piedmont region



PT
Administrative system

Mainland Portugal: Three Tiers
Parishes (~ 4000)
Municipalities (278)
• Inter-municipal communities
Administrative Regions (23)
• 2 Metropolitan Areas (Lisbon & Porto)

Managing EU Cohesion policy at regional level is deputised 5 ‘planning 
regions’ strongly influenced by the central state. 

Trends: 
1: Devolution to regional and sub-regional levels 
2: Rising relevance of strategic planning and sub-regional stakeholders.   



Creation of a recreation and 
tourist corridor through three
municipalities along the Jamor river 

Joint pact signatories: 
• Sintra municipality 
• Amadora municipality
• Oeiras municipality 
• Sintra Park Company

EU: Lisbon Operational Programme under the ‘I T I’ umbrella
Central Government
Sintra – Amadora - Oeiras municipalities, 
Sintra Park Company
Ministry of Transport (pedestrian and cycling access over highway)  

lisboa

Project EVA 
Green and blue 
corridor



Coventry

Region of Southern Denmark

Piedmont Region

Oeiras

Electric Taxis

Regional Growth and Development Strategy

Green Corridors 

Green Corridor 

How are these different cases situated 
in 

a common landscape of governance?

Cases
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Conclusions 

1. ‘One-off ‘projects in Coventry, Oeiras and Piedmont
• Successfully forming of stakeholder collaborations
• Momentum
• When funding ends?

2. On-going statutory strategy in RSDK
• Successful provision of knowledge 
• How to turn knowledge into action?
• Need for imaginative development

perspectives

3. Leadership 
• A cry for leadership in ‘territorial communication’
• Skilled agents in ‘territorial implementation’ crucial



Conclusions 

4. Governance
• New governance bodies - in the ‘shadow of government’

• UK: Local Enterprise Partnerships
• IT: Inter-municipality cooperation platforms  
• PT: inter-municipal community

• Need for mutual trust and dialogue in Government-Governance
• Regional bottom up in EU partnership agreements
• Piedmont and Oerias were keen in negotiation of the ROP

• From project relations to lasting relations
5. Integrated Territorial Investments

• Oeiras made use of the ITI umbrella
• Oeiras, Piedmont and Coventry are keen about turning projects 

into regional follow-up strategies 
• Facilitation of PP partnerships by public test-facilities (“The city as 

a laboratory”)



Governance in the shadow of government

The forming of voluntary collaboration across borders

Lithuania ???
Latvia: Cooperation areas
Estonia: LG associations



Spatial planning and Territorial Governance

Donatas Burneika: Spatial Planning Systems & Territorial Governance
A key question to be dealt with! To keep structural conceptual overview!

DK & UK: Abolition of Regional spatial planning. 

DK: Replacing planning with growth policies. 

RSDK: Split between regional strategy in spatial planning tradition and economic 
incentives

Estonia: Regional Spatial Planning at governmental level + Regional 
development at LG levl. Interesting. Keep a strong relation including EU Estonian 
partnership agreement on ESI funding. 

EU ‘Integrated Territorial Governance’    



• A spatial planning system is a collection of 
institutions that mediate competition over the use 
of land and property, and regulates land use 
change and development to promote preferred 
spatial and urban form. 

• Territorial governance is active cooperation across 
government, market and civil society actors to 
coordinate decision-making and actions that have 
an impact on the quality of places and their 
development

• A spatial planning system is a collection of 
institutions that mediate competition over the use 
of land and property, and regulates land use 
change and development to promote preferred 
spatial and urban form. 

• Territorial governance is active cooperation across 
government, market and civil society actors to 
coordinate decision-making and actions that have 
an impact on the quality of places and their 
development



Leadership

The ‘cry for leadership’ 

Governance in the shadow of government needs responsive dialogue – as in the 
Latvia’n lessons. 



LATVIA Lessons learned
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Overall 
vision or 
strategic 

framework 
that is linked 

to the 
overall 

regional and 
national 

development 
goals and 

perspectives 
is needed

Local 
government 

reform 
should not 
be viewed 

and 
implemente
d in isolation 
from other 

tiers of 
government

The aims 
and strategic 
orientations 

of the 
initiated 
reform 
process 

should be 
publicly 

discussed 
and 

politically 
accepted

A voluntary, 
bottom-up 
approach is 
democratic 

but not 
always the 

most 
effective 

approach to 
achieve the 

desired 
result

A top-down 
approach 

after a 
period of 

consultation
s with local 
authorities 
can be a 

legitimate 
and more 

effective way 
to balance 

local 
initiative and 

national 
strategic 
interests

Motivationa
l 

instruments 
(not only 
financial 

resources 
but also 

more 
competence

s and 
powers, 
more 

discretion, 
different 

status and 
respect)

Increasing 
the long 

term 
functional 
and fiscal 

capacities of 
local 

government 
is vital 
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